ACROSS
1 Christian symbol
5 Sweethearts
10 Lettuce
14 On the ocean
15 Roof overhangs
16 Raison d’____
17 A contraction
18 Serious wrongdoing
19 Oaf
20 Et cum spiritu_____
21 White silk garment worn by the Pope
22 One of the seven deadly sins
23 Messenger
25 Engagement enders?
27 Own, in Dundee
28 Understood
29 Mineral spring
32 Soviet forced-labor camp
35 Optical device
36 Sweetie
37 Employs
38 Garish
40 “In word and ____ honor your father” (Sir 3:8)
41 US doctors’ organization
42 Slant
43 Catholic late-night host Kimmel
44 They may start affairs
45 Woody Allen animated film
46 Seed of a legume
47 Foretell
48 “My sentiments exactly”
49 Catholic physicist, Marie ___
50 “When he had ____ early on the first day of the week” (Mk 16:9)
51 He gave Hannah words of comfort
52 Smallest component
53 Native Americans
54 Decays
55 “Terrible” ruler of Russia
56 “When he had ____ early on the first day of the week” (Mk 16:9)
57 Trigonometric function
58 Hand-held computer, briefly
59 He gave Hannah words of comfort
60 Municipal
61 Goad
62 The power to reject
63 Silly
64 Delude
65 Og. 
66 Given name of Mother Teresa
67 USA

DOWN
1 “O, you of little ____ (Mt 6:30),”
2 Point in question
3 The Lord, in Madrid (with “El”)
4 Word with old or hard
5 Ten Hail Marys
6 British nobleman
7 Ardent
8 Continued
9 Vane reading
10 Church sounders
11 “___ Sing America”
12 Very dry champagne
13 2nd letter of the Hebrew alphabet
21 The Vatican’s is gold and white with a papal symbol on it
22 “…for a person will reap only what he ____” (Gal 6:7)
23 The Vatican’s is gold and white with a papal symbol on it
24 Cries of discovery
25 Of discovery
26 “Whoever wishes to come after me must ____ himself, take up his cross, and follow me.” (Mt 16:24)
28 Awkward person
29 Father of Elam and Aram
30 Composition in verse
31 Actor Griffith
32 Largest of the Marianas
33 Amer. military branch
34 Meadow’s
35 Lollobrigida of films
36 Changing
37 Direction (abbr.)
38 Lay missionary, Donovan, murdered in El Salvador
39 Bits
40 Magician who wanted to buy the gift of God’s power in Acts
41 First word in the title of a 19th century encyclical
42 Quick to form a union?
43 “O, you of little ____ (Mt 6:30),”
44 Point in question
45 Word with old or hard
46 Ten Hail Marys
47 British nobleman
48 Ardent
49 Continued
50 Vane reading
51 Church sounders
52 “___ Sing America”
53 Very dry champagne
54 2nd letter of the Hebrew alphabet
55 The Vatican’s is gold and white with a papal symbol on it
56 “…for a person will reap only what he ____” (Gal 6:7)
57 Cries of discovery
58 “Whoever wishes to come after me must ____ himself, take up his cross, and follow me.” (Mt 16:24)
59 Awkward person
60 Father of Elam and Aram
61 Composition in verse
62 Actor Griffith
63 Largest of the Marianas
64 Amer. military branch
65 Meadow’s
66 Lollobrigida of films
67 Changing
68 Direction (abbr.)
69 Lay missionary, Donovan, murdered in El Salvador
70 Bits
71 Magician who wanted to buy the gift of God’s power in Acts
72 First word in the title of a 19th century encyclical
73 Quick to form a union?
74 Duck with soft down
75 Goin’ okay, for Pierre
76 Native Americans
77 Decays
78 “Terrible” ruler of Russia
79 Trigonometric function
80 Agency headed by uncle of Cardinal Dulles
81 Hand-held computer, briefly

Answer to previous puzzle

ACROSS
1 Christian symbol
5 Sweethearts
10 Lettuce
14 On the ocean
15 Roof overhangs
16 Raison d’_____ 
17 A contraction
18 Serious wrongdoing
19 Oaf
20 Et cum spiritu_____ 
21 White silk garment worn by the Pope
22 One of the seven deadly sins
23 Messenger
25 Engagement enders?
27 Own, in Dundee
28 Understood
29 Mineral spring
32 Soviet forced-labor camp
35 Optical device
36 Sweetie
37 Employs
38 Garish
40 “In word and ____ honor your father” (Sir 3:8)
41 US doctors’ organization
42 Slant
43 Catholic late-night host Kimmel
44 They may start affairs
45 Woody Allen animated film
46 Seed of a legume
47 Foretell
48 “My sentiments exactly”
49 Catholic physicist, Marie ___
50 “When he had ____ early on the first day of the week” (Mk 16:9)
51 He gave Hannah words of comfort
52 Smallest component
53 Native Americans
54 Decays
55 “Terrible” ruler of Russia
56 “When he had ____ early on the first day of the week” (Mk 16:9)
57 Trigonometric function
58 Hand-held computer, briefly

DOWN
1 “O, you of little ____ (Mt 6:30),”
2 Point in question
3 The Lord, in Madrid (with “El”)
4 Word with old or hard
5 Ten Hail Marys
6 British nobleman
7 Ardent
8 Continued
9 Vane reading
10 Church sounders
11 “___ Sing America”
12 Very dry champagne
13 2nd letter of the Hebrew alphabet
21 The Vatican’s is gold and white with a papal symbol on it
22 “…for a person will reap only what he ____” (Gal 6:7)
23 The Vatican’s is gold and white with a papal symbol on it
24 Cries of discovery
25 Of discovery
26 “Whoever wishes to come after me must ____ himself, take up his cross, and follow me.” (Mt 16:24)
28 Awkward person
29 Father of Elam and Aram
30 Composition in verse
31 Actor Griffith
32 Largest of the Marianas
33 Amer. military branch
34 Meadow’s
35 Lollobrigida of films
36 Changing
37 Direction (abbr.)
38 Lay missionary, Donovan, murdered in El Salvador
39 Bits
40 Magician who wanted to buy the gift of God’s power in Acts
41 First word in the title of a 19th century encyclical
42 Quick to form a union?
43 “O, you of little ____ (Mt 6:30),”
44 Point in question
45 Word with old or hard
46 Ten Hail Marys
47 British nobleman
48 Ardent
49 Continued
50 Vane reading
51 Church sounders
52 “___ Sing America”
53 Very dry champagne
54 2nd letter of the Hebrew alphabet
55 The Vatican’s is gold and white with a papal symbol on it
56 “…for a person will reap only what he ____” (Gal 6:7)
57 Cries of discovery
58 “Whoever wishes to come after me must ____ himself, take up his cross, and follow me.” (Mt 16:24)